Let f : R n
We need some terminology. A function f : R n → R is unconditional if f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = f (|x 1 |, . . . , |x n |) for every (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n , and a subset A of R n is unconditional if its indicatrix function 1 A is unconditional. Let K be a centrally symmetric convex body in R n ; as usual its polar set K * is the centrally symmetric convex body defined by K * = {y ∈ R n ; x, y ≤ 1 for every x ∈ K}.
Similarly if f : R n → R + is even, we define a function f * : R n → R + by f * (y) = inf
Observe that if φ = − ln(f ) : R n → R ∪ {+∞}, then − ln(f * ) is nothing else but the Legendre transform Lφ of φ : one has for all y ∈ R n , − ln f * (y) = Lφ(y) := sup x∈R n
x, y − φ(x) .
With the preceding notations, one has (K * ) * = K, and (f * ) * = f a.e and L(Lφ) = φ a.e. whenever f is log-concave (i.e. φ is convex).
It was proved in [9] that if K is an unconditional convex body, then its volume product P (K) = |K| |K * | satisfies
To describe the case of equality in this inequality, we need some notation: Let I and J be disjoint subsets of {1, . . . , n + m} of cardinalities n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1. Let K ⊂ R I and L ⊂ R J be convex bodies. We embed R I and R J canonically into R n+m , and define two convex bodies
For every n ≥ 1, define a class K n of convex bodies of R n by
and for n ≥ 2,
It was proved independently in [7] and [8] that for an unconditional convex body K in R n , one has P (K) = 4 n n! if and only if K ∈ K n . It is easy to see that if K is a centrally symmetric body, then K ∈ K n if and only if K * ∈ K n . Observe that if L n is the class of all affine one-to-one images of elements of K n , then L n was characterized in geometric terms in [6] , as the class of convex bodies with the 3-2-intersection property; these are the convex bodies K such that any three translates of K, each two of which intersect, have non-empty intersection. If K is a centrally symmetric convex body in R n , we denote by ||x|| K the norm associated with K:
It is clear that K is unconditional if and only if x → ||x|| K is an unconditional function. The preceding result for unconditional convex bodies was extended to unconditional log-concave functions in the following way:
We intend here to characterize the case of equality in Theorem 1: 
Remarks. 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, one has
Observe that P (f ) is affine invariant in the sense that if U : R n → R n is a one-to-one linear map, then P (f • U ) = P (f ). So, one can extend the family of unconditional functions to include functions f such that f •U is unconditional in the present sense, for some one-to-one linear map U . Theorems 1 and 2 clearly accept obvious extension to this extended family of functions.
3. In the case p 1 = n (resp. p 1 =0), the expression for f in Theorem 2 means
4. It was proved in [4] (Theorem 6) that if φ : R n → R is a convex unconditional function, then for every (r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ (0, +∞) n , one has
One may observe that if equality holds in this inequality for a certain n-tuple (r 1 , . . . , r n ), then f = e −φ is necessarily of the type described in Theorem 2 (and then equality holds for all n-tuples). To verify this one can use Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 of [4] to reduce to the case r 1 = · · · = r n = 1 which is proved in Theorem 2 here. Before proving Theorem 2, we need to state some notation and to sketch the proof of Theorem 1 which was given in [5] .
Notation and sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. We write f = e −φ on R n , where φ :
We may assume that φ(0) = 0, and since f is even and unconditional, it is enough to prove that
If I is a non-empty subset of {1, . . . , n}, we define φ I : R I → R as the restriction of φ to R I × {0}. More precisely, if e 1 , . . . , e n is the canonical basis of R n ,
We also set for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and n ≥ 2, φ −i := φ {1,...,n}\{i} and φ i := φ {i} . The functions φ I are convex and unconditional, and if L denotes the Legendre transform on R I , one has by the unconditionality of φ, L(φ I ) = (Lφ) I on R I . We associate with the φ −i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and t > 0, the numbers
By the convexity of φ, one has for all x, y ∈ R n + such that φ(x) < +∞ and φ(y) < +∞,
We multiply by e −tφ(y) , t > 0, integrate in y on R n + and integrate by parts to get:
If G(t) := (a 1 (t), . . . , a n (t)) ∈ R n + , this gives after dividing by a(t) > 0,
Observe that when n = 1, the last inequality holds with G(t) = 1. It follows from the definition of Lφ and (4) that
Similarly, if
Adding inequalities (5) and (6) and using the fact that
we get for every t > 0,
where for n = 1 the term on the left is replaced with 1. Define F : (0, +∞) → R by F (t) = t 2n a(t)α(t). We get thus for t > 0
If n = 1, one gets from (8) that F (t) ≥ t, thus F (1) ≥ 1.
For n ≥ 2, we use induction on n ≥ 1. If the result holds for n − 1, then for all t > 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Hence by (8) one has F (t) ≥ nt n−1 . It follows that
The case of equality : proof of Theorem 2. A simple calculation gives the "if" part. To prove the "only if" part, we proceed by induction on n ≥ 1. If there is equality in (10), then lim t→0 F (t) = 0, and
. It follows first that there is equality in (9) , that is t n−1 a i (t)α i (t) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and for every t ∈ [0, 1].
This means in particular, for n ≥ 2, that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the functions φ −i satisfy the case of equality in dimension n − 1. Moreover, there is equality in (7), (6) and (5), so that
(t) .
It follows that there is equality in (3) for all t ∈ (0, 1] and x = Γ(t) tα(t) , and since (3) was obtained from (2) by multiplying both terms by e −tφ(y) , y ∈ R n + , we get that for all t ∈ (0, 1], for some subset B t of {φ < +∞} such that {φ < +∞} \ B t is Lebesgue negligible, one has equality in (2) with x := x(t) = Γ(t)
We need now the following simple lemma
Let U = {φ < +∞}, and suppose that for some x ∈ U and almost all y ∈ U , one has
Then for every z ∈ U , φ is affine on the segment [x, z].
Proof. One has for every y ∈ U ,
is non-decreasing, so that by (13) it is constant, and one actually has, for all t ∈ [0, 1],
It follows that for almost all y ∈ U , φ is affine on the segment [x, y] . Let now z be in the interior of U . Since negligible sets are nowhere dense, there exists a sequence (y m ) ∈ U and a sequence (a m ) ∈ R, such that
It now follows from the continuity of the convex function φ on the interior of U , that actually φ is affine on [x, z].
We first prove the case of equality for n = 1 and then we shall proceed by induction.
1) The case n = 1: in all the preceding formulas one replaces a i (t) and α i (t) with 1. Since by hypothesis F (1) = 1, it follows from the equality in (10) that for all t ∈ (0, 1], F (t) = t that is ta(t)α(t) = 1. One has then
It follows from Lemma 3 that for every t ∈ (0, 1], φ is affine on 2) The case n ≥ 2. We proceed by induction. Observe that by (11) the φ −i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, satisfy the case of equality in R n−1 . It follows that for any subset J of {1, , . . . , n} such that J = ∅ and J = {1, , . . . , n}, the function φ J satisfies the case of equality in R J .
Let I = {i; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, e −φi has a bounded support }. There are two different situations:
A. If I = {1, , . . . , n} and I = ∅. Let I = {1, , . . . , n}\I. By the case of equality in dimension 1, one has -for i ∈ I, φ i (t) = 0 for t ∈ [0, b i ], φ i (t) = +∞ for t > b i , for some b i > 0.
-for i ∈ I , φ i (t) = c i t for some c i > 0 and all t ≥ 0. Moreover, since φ is increasing, one has
and since φ is convex,
It follows from the induction hypothesis that if p = card(I), 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, then for some convex bodies K ∈ K p and L ∈ K n−p , one has
Since φ is increasing, one has
Now, for ||x|| K < 1 and λ ∈ (||x|| K , 1), we write
Since φ is convex, we get
Since φ is unconditional, we have thus
B. Suppose that I = {1, . . . , n}. We shall show that φ = 0 on U := {φ < +∞}. It will follow that
This equality, as mentionned before, occurs if and only if U ∈ K n . Observe first that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists b i > 0 such that
It follows from the convexity of φ that it vanishes on C, where
Now, by the induction hypothesis, all the functions φ −i are such that
for some unconditional convex bodies K −i ∈ R n−1 . It follows that a i (t) = a i (1) for every t ∈ (0, 1]. One has thus by (12), ] . One can apply the result of B. to Lφ.
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